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ABSTRACT 

A servo - system for control of plasma position in the 

CASTOR tokaaak is described. The plasma is maintained in 

prescribed position with accuracy of 3 mnu 
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1. DíTROroCTIOH 

The CASTOR tokemak is a email device having major radlua 

RQ в 0,4 Ms Minor radius, a - 85 ma, is defined by a circular 
aperture limiter. The tokaaak operate* with toroidal magnetio 
field BT = 1 T and plasma current 1л ̂  25 kA. 

A aeenario of poloidal magnetic field*, used in the 
CASTOR tokaaak up to now, lead* to a large deviation of the 
plasma column from geometric centre defined by limiter. Pre
sent paptr describee the simple servo - control system which 
improves stability of plasma position, 

2, POLOIDAL FIELD SYSTEM 

The tokaaak has an iron - core transformer with two limbs. 
The central cylindrical part ha* radlu* re * 145 mm, The core 
is far from saturation during the whole discharge. 

The copper shell ha* inner radius b 0 « 115 ma and thickness 
d * 10 mm. Six diagnostic windows in the shell form 14 % of to
rus length, 

There are two external quadruple ooll systems, placed 
ouside the shell, which generate vertical (3,5 mT/kA) and hori
zontal (11 яТ/кА) msgnetlo field*. One quadruple eoll system for 
vertical magnetio field (3,8 mT/kA) is plaoed inside the shall 
at radius ofl. 

The internal quadruple system is eonneeted In series with 
primary transformei winding. In previously used scenario, both 
external quadruple systems was supplied by time-constant currents. 
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SERVO - SYSTEM 

The servo - system consists of three parts: detection system, 

controller and power amplifier. Complete servo - loop is shema-

tically shown in fig. 1. 

a) Detection system 

The plasma position is detected by a set of magnetic coils. 

There is one complete polnidel arry of 16 Mirnov coils placed 

inside the vacuum chamber in the shadow of the limitere. The 

coils are mounted on the stainless steel support such that 

their radius is b « 9 7 mm. Each coil consists of 91 turns on 

cylindrical ceramic form 6 mm in diameter and 30 mm in length. 

The coil sensitivity is 3.7x10"3 Vs/T. On the same support, it 

is mounted one saddle coil having 8 turns and sensitivity of 

14.7x10"* Vs/T. All internal colls must be able to withstand 

the baking of the liner (300 °C) with good vacuum conditions. 

Outside of the liner, there are two toroidal loops placed 

in equatorial plane at radius b'« 110 mm. The loops are connec

ted and detect the vertical magnetic field with sensitivity of 

0.553 Vs/T. 

The signals from Mirnov coils are summed with different 

weights and integrated by Miller integrators (*"* 1.2 me) 

providing the plasma current and discrete representation of 

pololdal moments t ̂ B ^ c o s o ) ^ and O ^ a i n t ^ , The voltages 

from saddle and loop coils are integrated and amplified to give 

looal (B£) and toroldally averaged (Bz) vertical magnetic fields. 

Finally, the plasma position signals are obtained by a summation 
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with proper weights. The corresponding weight coefficients can 
be find from Shafranov analytical expression for polo!3al mag
netic field [11 . For radial (A R) and vertical (A z) cisplace-
ments of the plasma cross - section relative to the llsdter 
aperture one finds: 

(i) 

where 

ť\ i' 
. * , 

4 t X <Зюа*и>>-<Вюсмю>+.т(Яь--Вл). 
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The laat equation la the correction due to the toroidal modu-
latlon of vertical field. 

In electronic», the calibration of position aignala U 
la dictated by a saturation of operational amplifiers and wee 
aetted to 

Дз? = - з з . з - ^ 

h Гшш. v, кл] . 
Ъ) Controller 

The position aignala are processed by a conventional 
proportlonal-plue-internal-pl'ia-derlvatlve controller giving 
the control voltage UQ: 

Vt~t(1+ik*iul)u>,'t-
However, In all present experimente, the derivative component 
was turn off (Tp « 0), 

c) Amplifier 
The amplifier works as a unipolar voltage - controlled 

current source (200 к/У), The elmmilar source la uaed on the 
WEGA tokamak [2], for regulation are uaed external quadruple 
coils. 

The amplifier which controls radial plasma position is 
shown in fig. 1, At first, the control voltage U 0 is oompared 
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with actual current in the winding. Output voltage from compa
rator controls, via an optical insulation, the main transistor 
switch. It consist of hundred parallel industrial transistors 
TESLA KDY76 in final power stage. In driver stage, TESLA 
KD367B Darlington transistor is used. The whole switch works 
with saturation coefficient of 2 and current amplification 
factor of 2x106. It is able to switch 2 kA. 

The .transistor switch is protected by capacitors charged 
through the fast diodes. Capacitors must be able to absorb 
a gread deal of actual current during the switch - on time of 
the crow - bar diode. 

As a power supply is used lead - acid battery bank (48 V) 
buffered by capacitors. The battery gives 1.5 kA stationary 
current into the load (9 mi)). 

A maximum slew rate of 1 kA/ms is consistent with the coil 
inductance (ЗблхН), A current decay time is chosen to 
L/R = i ins by a resistance in series with the crow - bar 
diode. A hysteresis, intrlsically given by on/off switching 
times (10 /us/20 AIS), is suppressed by adding a small deriva
tive term to the measured current. As a result, the response 
on flat - top control voltage is saw - tooth current oscila-
ting around the prescribed value with frequency of 10 kHz and 
amplitude of + 14 A. 

The similar amplifier with 24 V battery bank control* 
the current in the radial field coils (20 m&, 70 uH). 
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4. REGULATION 

As a first step, magnetic field at the beginning of the 
discharge must be properly chosen to perform favourable 
breakdown and current rise. Therefore, the currents in the 
servo - systems are externally preprogrammed before the dis
charge. 

a) Radial position 

Since the power amplifier is unipolar it is necessary 
to adjust the current in the internal quadruple system (Iy ) 
such that Л R У 0 for G = 0 during the whole discharge. It 
is ensured if I* is 45 % of the primary transformer current. 

The regulation setting is adjusted empirically. For pro
portional regulation displacement is always positive; pure 
integral regulation leads to oscilations with period about 
10 me. Minimal deviation is obtained as a compromise between 
them: G = 9 and Ту « 2.9 me. Fig. 2 shows the.discharge with 
regulated radial plasma position and current in the servo -
- system (Iе,). For comparison, discharge with compensation 
scenario previously used is also shown. It is seen that regu
lation improves plasma parameters, especially it removes 
positional disruption at the end of the discharge (positive 
spike on the loop voltage). Thus the pulse duratione is poten
tially prolonged. 

The optimal regulation setting can be compared with re
sult of stability analysis of the servo - loop (see e.g. [з])« 
Our situation, however, is complicated by a presence of the 
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copper shell and a short duration of the discharge. Here, we 
restrict ourselves only to the decomposition of the equili
brium field and to the discussion of response of the system on 
changes of plasma energy. 

The vertical field needed for equilibrium is equal 

4t*9 \ <t Z ' r Z ) 

for I ш 19 kA and Shafranov factorTY • ft + 1^2 « 0,7 7 1»°» 
If в J* are vertical magnetic fields of external and internal 
windings without the shell then the actual fields in the chamber 
are given by operator: 

в 4 
A response of Б on step - like currents Г*» shows that for 
t « 0 7 7 me he>i«0.24, 0,27 and ge,1(t)« (1/r e , i) exp 
(-t/re,i) withre,i«> 12, 6 me respectively. Then the field 
generated by coils (at t • 6 ms in fig. 2) equals 

ge Bj(t) + g1 Bj(t)*»1.3 mT + 2.2 mT - 3.5 mT 

Thus the servo - system controls about 10 % of the total equi
librium field. 

At the same instant, the image field of the iron core can 
be estimated by 

<£' Л.У' /&4,)«*Д"Г. 
žr*t 
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The expression under operator is image field of infinitely 
long cylinder with permeability/«< > о». The geometrical factor 
f(R0/rc) «1.2 (/l/). The factors 0.74 includes a counter 
force of the external limbs. 

The remaining field 5.5 7 7.0 mT, is generated by those 
currents in the shell which are driven by poloidal field of 
the plasma. This value is consistent with the fact that dynamics 
of these currents is governed approximately by g which acts on 
6 ms pulses as g ̂ 0.5. 

A response of the servo - system on changes of internal 
plasma energy is illustrated in fig. 3. Sudden decrease is 
represented by a kinetic instability (fig. 3 - a). Since its 
time constant (~100 us) is shorter than diffusion time 
*d шЛо^ ^ s 1'8 "* **" slxe11 acts aa a thick casing ( (Tie 
copper conductivity). Therefore the shift of plasma position 
is 

+4 3 л o~ &4_ 

where ̂ denotes the changes during the instability. For observed 
shift and dH^G* - 100 A we obtainJyt * - 0.22 and balance (2) 
reads as Л R = - 1.4 mm + 0.4mm = - 1 mm. 

Slower increase of^l is represented by an additional 
injection of R? energy into the plasma (fig. 3 - b). Here, 
we are just in the hybrid regime 1 neither thick nor thin shell 
approximation is valid. The servo - system is nearly satura
ted (<Гв®*2,4 mT and geJBj<*0.9 mT) and plasma shift is 
d U £ » + 3 mm. 

'<t'i(<-£)i>A-*'&'*: 
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The fig. 3 - е illustrates the possibility to maintain 
the plasna in the arbitrary prescribed position. It is nade 
by a proper weighting of the plasma current signal in elec
tronics what oorrespondes to the change of the coefficient 
Aj in eq. (1). 

b) Vertical position 

Regulation of vertical position is demonstrated in fig, 4* 
The gain is eetted to G « 10 and Tj » 5.5 as. The value of 
horizontal magnetic field generated by servo - systém is in 
agreement with horizontal component of stray fields of the 

Iron core. It is caused by an air gap unaer the upper horizon

tal limb. It also ensures unipolar!ty of this field. 

5. COHCLUSION 

The simple servo - system improves the plasma position 

on the CASTOR tokamak. For common changes of plasma energy 

radial shift less than 3 mm is observed. This value Is appro

ximately equal to the uncertainty in determination of the 

plasma position. It raises from the following effects: 

(a) Detection coils are mounted with accuracy of 1 mm. (b) In

ternal quadruple coils are placed very close to the plasma and 

thus magnetic boundary is eliptieal. The difference between 

the axisee can be estimated by (/V): 

2 J* 4 .3 
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/ 

(for shot in fig* 2). (c) Inhomogeneity of vertical magnetic 
field along the torus, typically <TB_fe 2 mT, modulates the 
vertical plasma position with amplitude of 

, 2 У R0 S \ 
д% ъ я* 1 mm. 

6 B T 

The remainder contributions are small: offsets and uncompen
sated toroidal field leads to 0.1 V error on position signal 
which for I « 20 kA gives 0.2 mm error in position. The rela
tive error from calibration accuracy of coils, resistors and 
capacitors is 5 %. 

The servo - system will allow to prolongate the discharge. 
For longer pulses, however, the current in internal quadruple 
coil system must be decoupled from the primary current. 

Author thanks to Mr. Zelenka who perform a great deal of 
mechanical and cable - lying work. Dr. Žáček is gratefully 
acknowledges for his support. 
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Figuře captions 

Fig. 1 Servo - loop controlling radial plasma positions. 
1 - vertical magnet!о field coil, 2 - one of the 
det*ction4coila, 3 - Rogowaki coil, 4 * compensation 
of toroidal magnetic field» 5 - external control 
voltage. 

Fig. 2 Discharge with regulated radial plasma position 
(full lines) and discharge with soenatlo of pcloidal 
magnetic fields previously used (dashed lines). 
U^-loop voltage, 5e-line averaged electron density. 

Fig. 3 Response of radial plasma position and servo - system 
on changes of plasma energy. I * 12 kA. a - discharge 
with kinetic iliatability at 5,5 me, Ъ - auxiliary 
injection of lower hybrid waves during 3,5 - 5,5 me. 
с - discharge with prescribed position U R • -8 m 

Fig. 4 Temporal evolution of vertical plasma position with 
(solid line) and without (dashed line) regulation 
I^-current in the horizontal magnetic field winding 
when regulation is applied. I_ • 19 kA. 



Fig. 1 
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